This talk covers the latest theory developments related to the jet-quenching phenomenon and energy loss in nucleus-nucleus collisions with a focus on the lead-lead system. In particular, an attempt is made to interpret the latest heavy-ion results in the jet physics sector using a broad range of observables e.g. inclusive R AA , dijet asymmetry, jet fragmentation functions and sensitivity of jet substructure to jet-induced medium response.
Introduction
The plethora of observables based on fully reconstructed jets have demonstrated that jet quenching studies can be used as an insightful probe of the QGP medium that is created at both RHIC and the LHC. Alongside the experimental and phenomenological efforts, the theoretical description has been continuously improved. In this manuscript, it follows a short review of the latest theoretical and phenomenological developments on jet quenching.
Theoretical description of jet quenching phenomena
Although the state of matter that is created in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and the LHC is a strongly coupled fluid, medium-induced modifications of a fast parton traversing such hot and dense medium can be understood within a perturbative approach. In this limit, the produced quark-gluon plasma (QGP) is regarded as a collection of static scattering centres with a screening potential characterised by a Debye Mass, m D , spaced through a medium longitudinal extent L such that m
L, being λ m f p the mean-free-path of a particle propagating through this medium. As a result of the scatterings with the medium constituents, the parton undergoes transverse momentum broadening and energy loss by medium-induced gluon radiation. Such process, initially addressed by [1, 2] , features most of the characteristics observed in leading particle measurements in heavy-ion collisions. However, to successfully describe jet and intra-jet observations, a theoretical treatment beyond single particle emission processes is needed.
In the last years, several works contributed towards a full in-medium parton shower picture and consequent interpretation of experimental observations. In particular, when describing a full reconstructed jet, multiple emission processes should be considered. In leading order approximation, it was shown that successive gluon emissions can be considered as independent of each other [3, 4] . In this limit, multiple emissions within the parton shower are dominated by the formation time of the emitted particles, τ f orm . In the presence of a coloured medium:
, where θ br is the typical emission angle, ω the energy of the radiated parton andq the transport coefficient that translates the average transverse momentum squared acquired by the particle per λ m f p . The shower development is thus dominated by the fast emission of soft medium-induced gluons, that are emitted at large angles, degrading in this way the jet energy.
As single gluon emission processes seem to be the driving mechanism of the jet energy loss 1 , intra-jet activity can only be described if interferences between several emitters [7] are taken into account. The presence of coherent radiation sources inside of the jet depends on the scale separation between the transverse scale of the hard structure inside of the medium, θL, where θis the opening angle of the quark-antiquark antenna, and the transverse resolution of the medium itself, Q −1 s = (qL) 1/2 . When Q −1 s < θL the medium is able to probe the colour charge of both quarks and there is a complete decoherence inside of the jet, where all particles lose energy independently. In the opposite case, the effective number of emitters inside of the jet decreases (as so as medium-induced modifications to the jet structure), as only the total charge of the hard structure is probed by the medium. The interplay between these two coherent/decoherent regimes was demonstrated to be essential to capture the main features of the jet fragmentation functions [8] , as measured by the LHC collaborations [9, 10] : high momentum particles are almost unmodified with respect to proton-proton (pp) as they are not resolved by the medium; larger transverse structures experience in-medium gluon radiation, and are therefore suppressed with respect to pp, producing soft momentum fragments.
The number of independent emitters also seems to drive the dijet asymmetry, a conclusion that holds for both perturbative QCD (pQCD) [11] and holographic [12, 13] based models for in-medium energy loss. In [12] , the authors considered an ensemble of light quark jets with an energy and opening angle distributions from pQCD, that, by means of a holographic representation into a string in the dual 4+1 -dimensional gravitational theory, were introduced into hydrodynamic droplets of plasma at constant temperature. The resulting ensemble average of jet opening angle, C
, is shown as a function of the jet energy, E jet in figure 1. The solid black like corresponds to pp jets, followed by several model parameters in coloured dashed lines, that were tuned to provide the same jet R AA suppression. Like shown in [14] , all jets become wider as they undergo energy loss processes. Nonetheless, the more wider is the jet (larger a parameter), the larger is the shift towards small energy. Depending on the region of the energy spectrum of the initial jet ensemble, a given energy bin can be repopulated by jets that were initally more narrow, leading to an effective decrease of the C (1) 1 with respect to pp. These results were recently improved in [13] and allowed a comparison with jet observables, in particular the dijet asymmetry. The initial ensemble is fitted to the vacuum jet shape and jet R AA and, as it is possible to see from figure 2, the holographic description (solid red line) can qualitatively describe the CMS data [15] (blue points). , resulting from the propagation of an initial ensemble of jets that propagated through a strong-coupled plasma (see text for details; figure taken from [12] ). This idea of coherent sources of energy loss inside of the jet is still not implemented in most Monte Carlo jet quenching models. Nonetheless, it is possible to have an estimate of the effect of the fluctuations of such coherent jet substructures on the final-state jet spectrum, through the jet collimator object introduced in [16] . At leading logarithmic approximation, i.e, soft and large angle emissions (θ > θ c ∼ (qL) −1/2 ), it was shown that the Sudakov form factor for quark-initiated jets of
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, when the jet transverse
, for p T < ω c and at fixed coupling constantᾱ = α s C F /π. When applied to the jet suppression factor,
where Q q (p T ) is the quark quenching factor in the approximation of independent soft mediuminduced radiation, the results show that even by moderating the quenching factor, substructure fluctuations induce a suppression of the jet spectrum at high-p T . The resulting jet yield is, nonetheless, larger with respect to the independent soft medium-induced radiation.
With the furthering of our understanding on color decoherence and multiple medium-induced branchings, medium-induced radiation is under theoretical control. However, it remains a challenge to interplay this mechanism with the usual vacuum-like radiation that builds up the parton shower, from a high virtuality up to the hadronization scale. In the recent paper by [17] , the effects of the medium on vacuum-like emissions are calculated in a leading double-logarithmic approximation (multiple emissions strongly ordered in angle and energy). Considering a quark-antiquark antenna setup that is propagating through a medium of size L, it is shown that, within such approximation, DGLAP evolution equations still apply to the description of the parton shower. The effect of the medium appears as a vetoed region on the radiation phase space (see figure 3) and, for the first emission outside the medium, angular ordering can be violated. This example is shown in figure  3 , where the last emission inside the medium is labelled "1", while the first emission outside the medium, "2", violates angular ordering. These results were used to calculate the jet fragmentation function, D(ω) (see figure 4) , for differentq values represented by a different color and different hadronization scale, Λ, in dashed. The main qualitative features agree with LHC measurements [9, 10] . In particular, the suppression of intermediate energy particles with increasingq can be understood as a consequence of the vetoed region. 
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Monte Carlo implementations of jet-induced medium response
Fully reconstructed jets in heavy-ion collisions, compared with single particle measurements, have brought a unique possibility to study QCD main characteristics in a wide range of energies and densities: from the high momentum fragments that are the direct product of the partonic branches during the shower development, to the QGP part with which the jet interacts with, and that becomes correlated with the jet -known as medium response. However, there is no analytical tool in QCD that allows to have a consistent description of such multi-scale problem. In recent years, there have been several phenomenological attempts to try to evaluate the nature of such correlated background and contribution to the jet development. These have been incorporated in some Monte Carlo jet quenching models that can be categorised depending on how each model describe this jet-induced medium response: (a) As particles from a thermal or hydrodynamic particle distribution that participate in the jet-medium interaction. These recoiled particles, that in some models continue to re-scatter with the medium, become part of the jet. Models like JEWEL [18] (without medium re-scattering), MARTINI [19, 20] or LBT [21, 22] are included in this category. (b) As a source term for the (ideal/viscous) hydrodynamic evolution equation that describes the QGP development. The hydrodynamic response of the QGP due to the jet passage is afterwards converted into hadronic matter that become part of the jet. Here we find the Coupled Jet-Fluid model [23] , for ideal hydrodynamics, CoLBT-Hydro [24] that considers not only viscous corrections, as it also contemplates the elastic interactions as the previous category, and to some extent, the Hybrid strong/weak coupling model [25] , that instead of sourcing the energy loss, consider it instead as a perturbation in the hadronic final spectra.
There have been several works that try to identify the sensitivity of particular jet and intrajet observables due to this effect. Despite the several choices of each Monte Carlo on the chosen models and further assumptions to treat radiative and elastic energy loss processes, the introduction of a medium back-reaction always provide an increase of soft particles at distances far away from the jet core. In the listed models, this effect allow to have an overall agreement with, e.g.,missing transverse momentum ( [25] ), jet fragmentation functions ( [25, 21, 18] ), and, depending on the model characteristics, can also change the resulting jet yield ( [23, 18] ) and jet mass ( [18, 20] ). However, it is the jet shapes [26] observable that challenges any energy loss description that do not contemplate the introduction of a medium back-reaction effect. Figure 5 shows a comparison between two models from each category above: MARTINI (on the left) and Coupled Jet-Fluid (on the right). While this component is essential to describe the enhancement of particles at large angles, the evaluation of the amount of jet-induced response that is actually captured inside the jet cone is still model dependent.
Summary
There has been a significant development towards a consistent description of in-medium jet development, including parton shower modifications and thermalisation with the QGP. From current experimental results on jet and intra-jet activity, it is not yet clear what is the nature of the excess of the soft particles at large angles: jet-induced medium response or medium-induced gluon radiation from the jet development. So far, jet shapes seems to be one of the few observables that
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Overview of jet quenching and energy loss in heavy-ion collisions Liliana Apolinário Figure 5 : PbPb over pp ratio of the jet shape function as given by MARTINI (left) and Coupled Jet-Fluid model (right) when compared to CMS data [26] . In both models, it is shown the results with and without jet-induced medium response (figures taken from [20] and [23] ).
is difficult to be explained only by parton shower modifications. A more quantitative comparison on the p T differential jet shapes or the use of new observables (such as [27, 28] ) to discriminate correlated and uncorrelated background sources might help to constrain the different models.
